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Abstract
In this article we implemented simulations of the OFC model for earthquakes for two different topologies: regular and small-world,
where in the latter the links are randomly rewired with probability p . In both topologies, we have studied the distribution of time
intervals between consecutive earthquakes and the border effects present in each one. In addition, we also have characterized the
influence that the probability p produces in certain characteristics of the lattice and in the intensity of border effects. From the
two topologies, networks of consecutive epicenters were constructed, that allowed us to analyze the distribution of connectivities
of each one. In our results distributions arise belonging to a family of non-traditional distributions functions, which agrees with
previous studies using data from actual earthquakes. Our results reinforce the idea that the Earth is in a critical self-organized state
and furthermore point towards temporal and spatial correlations between earthquakes in different places.
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1. Introduction
The concept of self-organized criticality (SOC), originally
presented by P. Bak, C. Tang and K. Wiesenfeld [1] and widely
used in statistical physics refers, generally, to the property that a
large class of dynamical systems has to organize spontaneously
into a dynamic critical state without the need for any fine tun-
ing of some external control parameter. A signature of self-
organized criticality in a system is the invariance of temporal
and spatial scales, observed by power-law distributions and fi-
nite size scaling.
In view of the above characteristics, the concept of SOC has
been employed in various fields of science such as neurobiol-
ogy [2], economics [3], plasma physics [4] and geophysics [5],
among many others.
In the field of geophysics, one of the methods most used by
statistical physics in seismological studies is the analysis of sta-
tistical properties of earthquakes. Two widely known empiri-
cal results obtained through these analyzes are: the Gutenberg-
Richter law for the distribution of earthquakes’ sizes [6], and
the Omori law for the time evolution of the frequency of af-
tershocks [7]. An important property of these two observed
distributions, and also other distributions with respect to earth-
quakes, is that they are characterized by power laws. Thus, the
assumption that the Earth’s crust is in a critical state and be-
haves like a self-organized complex system emerges as a pos-
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sible explanation for the occurrence of the long-range spatio-
temporal links present in earthquakes dynamics, given that in a
self-organized system the occurrence of partial synchronization
of the elements leads to the creation of long-range relationships.
Despite all the existing knowledge about the production of
seismic waves through slips on faults, much remains to be dis-
covered regarding the dynamics responsible for these slips. A
key step in deepening this knowledge is the study, analysis and
modeling of the seismic distributions in space and time. Fol-
lowing this line of reasoning, several models that incorporate
characteristics of SOC have been used to reproduce properties
found in earthquakes, among which stands out the model devel-
oped by Olami, Feder and Christensen (known as OFC model),
which has played an important role in the phenomenological
study of earthquakes, because, despite being one of the simplest
models in the universe of self-organized critical models (even
though there is some controversy regarding its self-organized
criticality [8, 9]), it displays a phenomenology similar to the
one found in actual earthquakes, with satisfactory results in re-
producing distributions as the Gutenberg-Richter law and the
Omori law [10, 11].
The OFC model with a regular topology and open bound-
ary conditions presents an inhomogeneity in relation with the
border of the lattice, coming from the fact that the biggest
avalanches in the system are caused from sites located near the
borders [12, 13, 14], which will cause the number of times a site
becomes the epicenter to vary based on how close this site is in
relation to the border of the lattice, occurring more frequently in
sites located closer to the borders. This border effect, as named
previously [14], will influence directly in the analysis of the
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OFC model, therefore, it will be important to know how this
effect extends through the lattice.
In recent years several studies have pointed to a possi-
ble long-range spatial and temporal correlation between earth-
quakes [15, 16, 17, 18, 19]. So, we can understand that when
a seismic event occurs, this event may induce a redistribution
of tensions through the Earth’s crust in such a way that would
cause other seismic events not only in times and places nearby,
but also in distant times and places. In order to introduce this
line of reasoning in the OFC model, it was proposed in [20] a
different topology for the lattice, called small-world topology,
which has a fraction of the links randomly rewired between dif-
ferent sites in the lattice, simulating a kind of “small-world ef-
fect” [21].
An alternative and powerful tool in the study of earthquakes
is the so-called network of successive epicenters which was
originally introduced by Abe and Suzuki in real local seismic
data [22], subsequently used by Peixoto and Prado in synthetic
data obtained by using the OFC model in its original form [23]
and very recently by Ferreira et al. [19] for the whole Earth
earthquake catalog.
Aiming to contribute to the understanding of earthquake dy-
namics, in this paper we first carried out a study on the distri-
bution of time intervals between consecutive earthquakes under
the views of two different lattice topologies: regular (which has
a fashion similar to the original OFC) and small-world. After
this, we have built a complex network of successive epicenters
from synthetic catalogs produced with the OFC model, using
both regular and small-world topologies. Thus we were able to
study the characteristics of the distribution of connectivities of
each of the created epicenters networks. We have also studied
“border effects” present in each of the topologies, as well as
the influences and consequences produced by the small-world
topology. Our results were also compared with results from pre-
vious studies of our and others groups using real and synthetic
data.
2. The OFC model, topology and boundaries
Introduced in 1992 by Olami, Feder and Christensen, the
OFC model proposes a cellular automata model based on a sim-
plification of the spring- block model of Burridge and Knopoff
(BK model) [24]. The OFC model can be represented by
a bi-dimensional square network of blocks interconnected by
springs, where each block is also connected through a spring to
a single rigid driven plate. The blocks are also connected by
friction to other rigid fixed plate on which they stay. Due to
the relative motion between the plates (imposed in the model),
all the blocks will be subjected to an elastic force which tends
to put them in motion and other frictional force opposite to the
first. When the resulting force in one of the blocks is greater
than the maximum static friction force, the block slides and re-
laxes to a position of zero force, so that there is a rearrangement
of forces in its first neighbors, which can cause other slippages
and the emergence of a chain reaction.
Such a model is simulated considering a square L × L lattice
with N = L2 sites, where to each site with coordinates (i, j)
is assigned a force value Fi, j. Initially, the value for each site
is randomly chosen between 0 and Fth, where Fth is the limit
value for the friction force (maximum static friction). The val-
ues of the forces at sites are then increased at a constant rate si-
multaneously and uniformly throughout the lattice, i.e., all sites
increase the values of Fi, j with the same speed, dFi, j/dt = v,
which can be regarded as a simulation of a uniform tectonic
loading. When a site (i, j) reaches a tension value equal to or
greater than Fth, thus becoming unstable, the force Fi, j is redis-
tributed among its nearest neighbors and after that taken equal
to zero, as can be seen in the relaxation rule governing when
Fi, j ≥ Fth:
Fn,n → Fn,n + αFi, j ,
Fi, j → 0 (1)
where Fn,n are the forces on the set (n, n) of first neighbors of the
site (i, j) and α controls the dissipation intensity, where α = 1/4
corresponds to the conservative case and 0 < α < 1/4 to dissi-
pative cases. In this work we study open boundary conditions,
in which all blocks of the lattice have the same α value. If the
redistribution of forces causes some other site reaches a value
equal to or greater than the threshold Fth, the process of slid-
ing and relaxation will be repeated until all sites are below this
limit. When this occurs we say that the earthquake has evolved
completely. The energy released by the earthquake (also called
magnitude in some works), measured by its size s, will be given
by the total number of block slides, from the initial slip.
After the complete evolution of an earthquake, the plates con-
tinue to move one relatively to the other until another event oc-
curs. So, to find the site in the system where the next earth-
quake will start, we look for the site with the larger F value
(Flarg) and add the difference Fth − Flarg to the values of F in
all sites, which will make the process of redistribution and re-
laxation begins again. It is important to emphasize that because
of the time interval between two seismic events be much longer
than the duration of an event, earthquakes will be considered as
instantaneous events, which means that during the relaxation of
the site and consequent redistribution of forces, it is considered
that the uniform driving stops, or in other words, that no extra
time is added during this process.
Based on the method of Watts and Strogatz to build net-
works [21], a new “small-world topology” can be used for the
lattice in the OFC model instead of the regular topology. This
new small-world topology has its construction explained below.
Starting from a regular two-dimensional lattice, where each site
is connected to its nearest neighbors, each edge of the lattice is
randomly rewired with probability p, keeping fixed the original
connectivity of each site. This means that for the link i1 − i2,
which connects the site i1 to one of its nearest neighbors i2,
there is a probability p for this link to be rewired. If the link
is chosen, another link j1 − j2, that connects the site j1 to one
of its nearest neighbors j2, will be randomly selected, and the
links i1 − i2 and j1 − j2 will be replaced by the pairs i1 − j2
and j1 − i2, respectively. The procedure is then repeated for all
the links and the result is a lattice that is between a regular grid
(p = 0) and a random network (p = 1), as shown in the example
of Figure 1 for p = 0.05. Therefore, it can be seen that with this
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(a) (b)
Figure 1: Example of a 10 × 10 lattice with open boundary conditions, where
each site in black (small size), blue (medium size) and red (large size) has 2, 3
and 4 neighbors, respectively. (a) Regular topology. (b) Small-world topology
with p = 0.05.
procedure, it is possible to create connections between very far
sites on a lattice with regular topology, thus simulating some
type of long-range correlation.
To construct a network of epicenters, we must first define
what will be called epicenter in our model. Analogously to what
was done in [23], we define as epicenter each site that starts a
new avalanche, regardless of the size of this avalanche. Thus,
each epicenter defines a network vertex and the creation of
edges will follow the temporal order of the epicenters, i.e., each
site-epicenter will be connected to the following site-epicenter,
thus forming a directed network of successive epicenters, where
the degree of connectivity k of each vertex is given by the num-
ber of edges that “arrive” and “leave” each vertex. It should
be noted that if two subsequent events occur at the same site,
this vertex is connected to itself by a loop or self-edge. The
occurrence of repetitions of the same sequence of epicenters
is also possible, therefore, parallel vertices are allowed. An-
other feature of this epicenter network is that due to its forma-
tion process, for every in-edge in a given vertex there will be
an out-edge in the same vertex, which will cause the degree of
connectivity values of incoming and output at each site to al-
ways be the same, making the overall degree of connectivity k
of all vertices of the network to always be an even number (the
only exceptions are the first and last vertices of the sequence of
epicenters).
3. Results and Discussion
As previously mentioned, in this study we compare results
obtained from the OFC model using regular topologies with
the results for small-world topologies. These results are also
compared to results obtained in previous studies using actual
earthquake catalogs.
As previously stated, the OFC model assumes that a constant
variation of strength occurs in all sites of the system. Also,
each event is considered as instantaneous, i.e., the time inter-
val between two consecutive events is considered to be much
greater than the duration of a single event. Therefore, we can
assume that the amount Fth−Flarg added to all lattice sites after
the complete evolution of each earthquake is proportional to the
value of the time interval between two consecutive earthquakes,
which allows us to calculate the distribution of time intervals
between consecutive events in our model. We will, therefore,
observe the behavior of this distribution for the case in which
the OFC model is implemented on the regular and small-world
topologies. As stated in [20], in the small-world case, probabil-
ities above the value p ' 0.1 cause a progressive disappearance
in the power laws of the earthquakes size distributions, so we
will adopt the same value for the rewire probability that was
used in that work, i.e., p = 0.006.
Figure 2(a) presents the cumulative distribution of time in-
tervals between successive events for the small-world topology.
The best fit to this distribution is obtained by a non-traditional
function of q-exponential type, or P(≥ ∆t) = e−β∆tq , with the
q-exponential function defined by:
exq =
{
[1 + (1 − q)x]1/(1−q) if [1 + (1 − q)x] ≥ 0
0 if [1 + (1 − q)x] < 0 (2)
where the limit q → 1 recovers the standard exponential
function. An important property is that if q > 1, when
∆t  [−β(1 − q)]−1, the cumulative probability distribution
of inter-event intervals can be approximated to a power law
given by P(≥ ∆t) ∼ ∆t1/(1−q). It is noteworthy that the q-
exponential distribution belongs to the family of “Tsallis distri-
butions” and arises naturally from the maximization of Tsallis
entropy, which is used to explain a variety of complex systems
where the statistical mechanics of Boltzmann-Gibbs does not
seem to apply [25]. These systems have features such as, long-
range interaction between its elements and temporal memory of
long-range, making the Tsallis entropy – and consequently the
“Tsallis distributions” – useful in diverse areas such as econ-
omy [26, 27, 28], biology [29], geophysics [30, 31, 32, 33],
astrophysics [34, 35], high energy physics [36, 37], among
many others. We draw attention here to the fact that this result
has a remarkable agreement with the results obtained in [19],
where catalogs of worldwide actual earthquakes were used and
yielded a cumulative distribution of intervals between succes-
sive events obeying a q-exponential with index q = 1.08. Simi-
lar results were also obtained using the catalogs of earthquakes
in California and Japan, where the values of the index q were
equal to 1.13 and 1.08, respectively [38]. It is added to this
the further fact that for both California and Japan q-exponential
functions are also found in distributions for distances between
successive earthquakes [39].
The Figure 2(b) shows the cumulative probability distribu-
tion found when a regular topology is used with the OFC model.
When fitting a q-exponential function to this distribution it can
be observed that there is no good agreement with data, meaning
that for the regular case the cumulative probability distribution
of inter-event intervals cannot be considered as a q-exponential.
We also have studied the spatial distribution of epicenters, i.e,
how the epicenters are distributed throughout the lattice. How-
ever, before do that we introduce here the concept of “layer” as
each set of sites in which all elements have the same distance to
the nearest border, as shown in the scheme of Figure 3.
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Figure 2: Cumulative probability distribution of time intervals between consec-
utive earthquakes using lattices of size L = 200 and α = 0.20. Solid red lines
represent adjustments to q-exponentials functions, where the best fittings were
obtained for (a) q = 1.09± 0.01 and β = 13 711.4± 3.0 in small-world case and
(b) q = 1.38 ± 0.01 and β = 30 164.6 ± 29.2 in the regular case. In both cases
were considered 8× 106 events after the transient regime and the time units are
considered arbitrary.
In Figure 4 we have a distribution map of epicenters on a
regular topology [Figure 4(a)] and on a small-world topology
[Figure 4(b)]. It can be observed that the border effect is more
intense in the regular case than in the small-world, or in other
words, that this effect reaches a larger number of layers when
using a regular topology than when using a small-world one.
In order to obtain a quantity sufficient for statistical analysis
we have considered 8 × 106 events after the transient regime.
In addition, we have used only those epicenters of earthquakes
with size s > 1, due to the fact that events of size equal to 1
seem to obey their own statistics [12].
The average quantitative difference in the intensity of border
effects between regular and small-world topologies is shown in
Figure 5, which shows the distribution of the average number
of epicenters occurring at each site of the lattice in each layer.
We can observe, from Figures 4 and 5, that in the small-world
case, border effects extend for less than 20 layers of the lat-
tice, while for the regular case these effects remain relevant in
a much larger fraction of the lattice (more specifically, the first
100 layers of the lattice, as reported in [14]). It is also noted
Figure 3: Scheme of 6 × 6 lattice exemplifying three different layers. All sites
belonging to “Layer 0” (red) have distance to the border equal to 0; sites belong-
ing to “Layer 1” (blue) have distance to the border equal to 1; sites belonging
to ” Layer 2” (green) have distance to the border equal 2, and so on.
that in these figures, the probability used in the construction of
the lattice with small-word topology was p = 0.006, meaning
that even an extremely small amount of “rewired” connections
is capable of producing significant changes in the system dy-
namics.
To evaluate the influence of the parameter p in the lattice we
first measured the relationship of this parameter with the aver-
age path length (`) of the lattice (similar to what was performed
in [20]) and also with the diameter (d) of the lattice (for further
explanations on the average path length and diameter of a net-
work see [40]). The results are shown in Figure 6, where it can
be clearly seen that both ` and d decrease significantly with the
increasing of probability p. But from p = 0.1 it is noted that
the increase in the probability have virtually no influence on the
average path length and the diameter of the lattice.
Additionally, we investigated the way in which the rewire
probability p influences the border effect. From Figure 7 can
be noted that as the network becomes more “small-world”, with
the increase in the value of p, the border effect decreases. It
is possible to note that even very small probability values are
able to produce significant reductions in the border effect, when
compared to the regular case.
Before introducing our results regarding scale-free proper-
ties of the epicenters network, obtained from the model, it is
important to highlight the result obtained in a previous study
using real data from global catalog of earthquakes (available
http://quake.geo.berkeley.edu/anss) covering earthquakes with
magnitude greater than 4.5 (on the Richter scale) across the
globe. In [41] the authors created a network of epicenters using
a time window model able to capture the small-world character-
istics present in these epicenters networks. Thus, it was found
that the distribution of connectivities for the sites-epicenters,
has scale-free properties and obeys a function of the q-Gaussian
type, f (x) = A[1 − (1 − q)αx2]1/(1−q) ≡ Ae−αx2q (which also be-
longs to the family of Tsallis distributions), where exq is the q-
exponential function. The q-Gaussian probability distribution
is a generalization of the Gaussian curve, being dependent on
the parameters A, α and the exponent q, where the limit q → 1
recovers the standard Gaussian distribution. In the limit of large
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Figure 4: Map of epicenters distribution through a lattice, i.e, the number of
epicenters in each site of the lattice, for L = 200 with conservation parame-
ter α = 0.20. We have considered 8 × 106 events after the transient regime,
but represented only earthquakes of size s > 1. (a) Regular lattice, where we
can see clearly that the number of epicenters decreases as it moves away from
the borders. (b) Small-world lattice with p = 0.006. The border effects are
smaller, because after the layer number 20 (approximately) the distributions of
epicenters is much more homogeneous.
values of x it is obtained again the power law approximation.
In our work, we use the model described earlier to gen-
erate catalogs of synthetic data and then build successive di-
rected epicenters networks for the studied topologies: regular
and small-world (with p = 0.006), to obtain the connectivity
distribution of vertices of each network.
However, in order to keep the simulated system as small as
possible, to minimize the border effects and to avoid also prob-
lems related to small size earthquakes, we have considered epi-
centers occurred in layers of order 20 or superior [13, 14] and
considered only those earthquakes with size 50 or greater.
The result of this procedure is that, using the same condi-
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Figure 5: Plot for the average number of epicenters occurring at each site by
layer into a lattice with small-word topology of size L = 200 with parameter
α = 0.20 and probability p = 0.006. The abscissa axis represents the layer num-
ber and the ordinate axis represents the ratio between the number of epicenter
occurring in this layer and the number of existing sites in the respective layer.
Inset: represents the same graph but in a regular topology. In both cases we
considered 8 × 106 events after the transient regime but used only earthquakes
with s > 1.
tions, the distribution obtained using small-world topologies is
different from that obtained when using regular topologies. As
can be seen in Figure 8(a), where we used small-world topol-
ogy, the cumulative distribution of connectivities follows a q-
Gaussian with q = 1.65 ± 0.01, that can be approximated, by
a power law P(≥ k) ∼ k−δ with δ = −2.80, for connectivities
k > 12.
For the regular case shown in Figure 8(b), does not occur the
same, since the distribution does not have a good agreement
with the q-Gaussian function, and similarly, the power law ap-
proximation becomes inaccurate, illustrated by the fact that for
the range where the q-Gaussian behaves as a power law there
is a poor fit between the data and the fitted function. In [14]
the authors used the regular topology and found an approxima-
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Figure 6: Diameter values (red circles) and average path length (black squares)
of a lattice with small-world topology due to the rewire probability p. We have
used L = 100 and conservative parameter α = 0.20. Importantly, the result for
the average path length is already known [20].
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Figure 7: Relationship between border effects and the rewire probability p in a
small-world topology for a lattice with size L = 100 and α = 0.20. The ordinate
indicates the layer from which the border effect is no longer present, i.e., when
the average number of epicenter at each site per layer becomes approximately
constant. We considered 6 × 106 events after the transient regime.
tion a power-laws above a certain value of connectivity, but for
this it is necessary much more larger lattices. In our study, only
lattices sizes L = 200 were necessary. It should also be noted
that the q-Gaussian found in the small-world case agrees qual-
itatively with the result obtained in [41] for a network of epi-
centers constructed from actual data. Another interesting sim-
ilarity is that the q-Gaussian distribution also arises when ana-
lyzing the difference of magnitudes between successive earth-
quakes for both real data and synthetic data created from the
OFC model with small-world topology, as reported in [42].
4. Conclusions
In the present work we performed comparisons between re-
sults obtained through the use of catalogs produced by the OFC
model for regular and small-world topologies. First, a study of
the time interval between consecutive events was done thus ob-
taining the distributions of inter-event intervals. It was observed
that the small-world case is in close agreement with results
obtained using real data catalogs around the world, consider-
ing that both cases show distributions following q-exponentials.
The same does not occur when we use regular topology, since
the distribution obtained in this case does not have good fit to
a q-exponential. After this, we studied the influence of the lat-
tice topology on the border effect, that is, on how epicenters
are distributed in lattice, where we observed that in the small-
world, even for small probabilities of rewire (p), the intensity of
the border effect is considerably lower than in the regular case.
Furthermore, it was confirmed the influence of the probability
p in the measures of lattice’s average path length and diame-
ter, where can be observed that both characteristics have a fast
drop for p < 0.1, while, for p > 0.1 remain approximately
constant. Additionally we have built networks of successive
epicenters and observed that in the small-world case the distri-
bution of connectivities of vertices follows a q-Gaussian, and
can be approximated by a power law for connectivities larger
than 12. Again, we have an agreement with results obtained for
real seismic catalogs across the globe because, similarly, the
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Figure 8: Cumulative distribution of connectivities for lattices of size L = 200
with α = 0.20. The statistics were made on 8 × 106 events after the transient
regime, but were used only earthquakes of size s ≥ 50. (a) Small-world topol-
ogy with p = 0.006. The solid red line represents a fit to a q-Gaussian function
with best-fitting obtained for q = 1.65±0.01 and β = 2.211×10−2±3.2×10−4.
The black solid line serves as guide to the eyes and has slope equal to −2.80.
The number of vertices in this epicenters network is equal to 21 157 and the
numbers of edges 162 992. (b) Regular topology. The solid red line represents
a fit to a q-Gaussian function with best fitting obtained for q = 2.61 ± 0.01 and
β = 7.673× 10−2 ± 23.8× 10−4. The black solid line serves as guide to the eyes
and has slope equal to −1.22. The number of vertices in this epicenters network
equals 11 642 and the number of edges 116 560.
distribution of connectivities also obeys q-Gaussians which are
approximated by power laws for higher values of connectivity.
We highlight the fact that for the case of regular topology the fit
to a q-Gaussian is not satisfactory, nor the power-law approxi-
mation. From our results it can be seen that the synthetic data
generated using the OFC model with small-world topology has
a better agreement with the results stemmed from actual data
than the OFC model on a regular topology, which strengthens
the idea that the Earth behaves as a self-organized critical sys-
tem, and contribute to the conjecture of possible spatial and
temporal long-range relationships in space and time between
distantly located earthquakes.
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